Our topic for Autumn 1 is Treasure. Red Class will be working on the following subjects.

English

Maths

PSHE

Treasure-Fiction / Non Fiction
Sensory stories linked to Treasure
Communication - Listening games to encourage use of voice, Pupils
will look at the use of symbols, Listening walks.
Writing- Pencil Control, Mark making in textured substances, ICT
programmes.

Taught by Sadie Oxspring

Counting and Number-Rhymes, Number, Matching & Sorting,
Grouping
Using and Appling- Measuring ingredients, Searching for hidden
objects, Empty and Full.
Shape, Space and Measure- Shapes-posting, exploring different
shapes, Measuring, Weight.

Taught by Sadie Oxspring

Caring- Looking after self and others, looking at and practising
daily routines, look at job roles of people that help us.
Caring for animals and pets- experience caring for pets through
role play

Taught by Sadie Oxspring

Digital Literacy and Information Technology Digital Literacy: Esafety.
Data Handling – Collecting, Analysing and Presenting Data. Pupils will
be carrying out surveys and logging data in different ways.
Computing

Taught by V. Heston

Materials and Their Properties- Pupils will be exploring different
materials and learning about how they are different.
Science

Taught by V. Heston

Fundamental Movement skills- catching and throwing
Basic ball control- Dropping, throwing, aiming at a target, tracking
objects, retrieves rolling ball, catching and throwing to others

Taught by Sadie Oxspring

PE

How and why should we care for our environment? Learning
about our school environment and how the world was created.
Learning how to look after our planet.
RE

Art

Taught by V. Heston

Paint and Colour- Pupils will be learning about how to make marks
in paint using different tools. We will learn about primary colours
and do some colour mixing!

Taught by V. Heston

Treasure box- Design and make a treasure box for special things.
Explore different materials and fabrics to create a personal
treasure box.

Taught by Sadie Oxspring

Technology

Timbre – body and vocal sounds-

Taught by R. Pillar
Music

Taught next term!
History

My Home An Island- Pupils are learning about different countries
and how climates are different.
Geography

Taught by V. Heston

Please let us know if you have anything which might support these topics!

